Fracture analysis of outcrop analogues to support modelling of the subseismic domain in carbonate reservoirs, south-central Pyrenees
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Abstract: The productivity of wells in fractured reservoirs depends, in terms of rate and sustainability, on the heterogeneity and variable connectivity of the open fracture network. Outcrop studies in Cretaceous carbonates from the Catalan Pyrenees illuminate this issue and reveal the degree of uncertainty associated with the interpretation of fracture data from wells and seismic. Three examples are chosen to provide verifiable data, parameters and concepts which can be applied to the workflow of fractured reservoir characterization. We discuss fracture properties and distributions in the subseismic volume, the coupled behaviour between litho-mechanical properties, in situ stress and fracturing, and the permeability properties of fault damage zones. The outcrops also highlight some of the difficulties involved in constructing static reservoir models and evaluating fracture interpretations derived from software-based techniques such as surface curvature.

Fractured reservoirs where storage and/or well performance depend on a well-connected open fracture system (Types 1 and 2 of Nelson 2001) include several rock types such as tight limestones and dolomites, low-porosity clastic deposits, especially Palaeozoic quartzites, volcanic rocks and basement formations ranging from igneous to metamorphic. In recent years many operating companies have set out to identify and map the properties and distribution of reservoir fracture systems in order to evaluate reservoir quality and model performance. Some representative studies have been published (e.g. Nelson et al. 2000; Gouth et al. 2006; Fonta et al. 2007; Souche et al. 2012). In addition, numerous outcrops have been studied as analogues for the subsurface, ranging from the North Sea chalk (e.g. Welch et al. 2015) to the Mesozoic and Cenozoic carbonates of the Zagros (e.g. Wennberg et al. 2006; Stephenson et al. 2007; Casini et al. 2011), the Pyrenees (e.g. Shackleton et al. 2005, 2011; Tavani et al. 2011) and the Apennines (e.g. Aydin et al. 2010). A review of this large volume of open-source material, with emphasis on foreland basins and fold-and-thrust belts, was recently published by Tavani et al. (2015).

Most fractured reservoirs show large variations in open fracture intensity, orientation and connectivity. This heterogeneity can have a significant impact on the distribution of reservoir quality and sustainability of production (e.g. Casini et al. 2011). Another important attribute is fracture dimension. In our experience, the term ‘fracture’ is often used in reservoir appraisal to embrace everything from micro- to meso- or even macro-scale structures. Precision is needed in defining fracture type and associated dimension because length and aperture tend to correlate and, when coupled with a range of fracture orientations, longer length increases fracture connectivity. In fact, inflow to wells is often better correlated with single large-aperture fractures than with high fracture intensity (Narr et al. 2006). This reflects the so-called ‘cubic law’, which states that flow is proportional to the cube of aperture for parallel-plate flow (see Klimczak et al. 2010 for a review of many previous papers on the topic).

In this paper we consider the following hierarchy of fracture scale (Table 1):

(a) background fracture system (metre-scale), generally bed-limited (stratabound) fractures
of c. 0.1–1 m height depending on bed thickness; (b) fracture corridors (meso-scale), linear zones of high fracture intensity of tens to hundreds of metres in dimension; (c) subseismic-scale faults (meso- to macro-scale), below seismic resolution but sometimes identifiable in attribute maps (for the purposes of this study we take a fault throw of 10 m as the limit of seismic resolution, although this is dependent on several factors especially bed thickness v. seismic wavelength; e.g. Arthur et al. 2015); and (d) seismic-scale faults (macro-scale).

Fracture types and their key attributes are normally mapped and quantified during reservoir appraisal. However, both well and seismic data have limitations when it comes to mapping meso-scale fractures such as fracture corridors. These generally exist below the limit of seismic resolution, although seismic attribute analyses may help (e.g. Fonta et al. 2007; Singh et al. 2008; Souche et al. 2012). Borehole image logs and core are also of limited assistance. The distribution of meso-scale fractures is often heterogeneous (Casini et al. 2011; Sassi et al. 2012) and unpredictable and, unlike metre-scale fractures, whose height is generally related to stratigraphy (e.g. Couples et al. 1998; Wennberg et al. 2006; Laubach et al. 2009), it is unclear whether the same relation holds true for fracture corridors. However, well test data, outcrop (Ogata et al. 2014) and analogue studies (Belayneh et al. 2007) show that the impact of meso-scale fractures on fluid flow and connectivity can be very significant (e.g. Fonta et al. 2007; Souche et al. 2012).

Outcrop studies can mitigate these problems by providing visualization for seismic and well data and generating parameters and concepts which serve to control reservoir modelling. We describe some specific outcrops in Upper Cretaceous carbonates of the Pyrenees fold-and-thrust belt with this in mind. The following themes are discussed, all of them in the context of carbonate host rocks exposed at outcrop:

(a) at Aramunt (outcrop A, Fig. 1), we describe the challenge of capturing fracture heterogeneity across the hierarchy of scale from seismic to subseismic;
(b) at Hortoneda (outcrop H), we discuss the benefits of evaluating the coupled relationship between in situ stress, mechanical anisotropy and fracture distribution; and
(c) at Bóixols (outcrop B), we assess the common assumption that fault damage zones are always good targets for exploration or production wells.

**Geological setting**

The Pyrenees are an Alpine orogen extending east to west along the northern margin of the Iberian peninsula (Fig. 1a), formed during Late Cretaceous–Miocene time as the Iberian and European plates collided (Choukroune & ECORS Pyrenees Team 1989). The central Pyrenees have a fan-like geometry with an axial antiformal stack of mostly Hercynian basement rocks, flanked by both north- and south-directed Mesozoic–Eocene fold-and-thrust units detached above Triassic evaporites (Muñoz 1992). The South-Central Pyrenean thrust unit (Ségurat 1972) consists of a piggy-back imbricate sequence of three thin-skinned thrust sheets (Vergés & Muñoz 1990). The three outcrops studied in this paper are located within the oldest and uppermost of these structures, the Bóixols thrust sheet.

The Bóixols thrust sheet can be traced for 40 km along the eastern sector of the South-Central Pyrenean thrust unit (Berástegui et al. 1990), widening from east to west to reach 14 km in its central part, before plunging westwards below younger...
sediments (latest Cretaceous) (Fig. 1). The Mesozoic carbonates of the Bóixols sheet are affected by three east–west-trending complex folds: the Sant Corneli-Boíxols and Boumort anticlines where the Aramunt and Hortoneda outcrops are located, respectively, linked by an intermediate syncline (Figs 1b & 2) (Mencos et al. 2015).

The Sant Corneli-Boíxols anticline is an asymmetrical fold with a backlimb dipping about 30°N and a subvertical to overturned southern forelimb, in the hanging wall of an inferred south-directed Bóixols blind thrust. Detailed structural descriptions are provided by Mencos et al. (2011), Shackleton et al. (2011) and Tavani et al. (2011). The anticline is assumed to have formed by oblique inversion of Lower Cretaceous extensional structures and propagation of the Bóixols thrust during Late Cretaceous time (Berástegui et al. 1990; Bond & McClay 1995; Garcia-Senz 2002; Mencos et al. 2015). The Bóixols outcrop is located in a north-dipping reverse
fault that cuts the Upper Cretaceous section in the hanging wall of the Boixols thrust (Fig. 2).

The outcrops occur within the Late Cenomanian–Santonian interval, classically interpreted as a post-rift sequence that was deposited prior to the Alpine compression (Puigdefabregas & Souquet 1986; Munoz 1992). Formations and members are as defined by Mey et al. (1968), Galleimi et al. (1982), Vicens et al. (1998) and Skelton et al. (2003).

The Upper Cenomanian Santa Fe Formation is rather uniform and consists of shelfal limestones (Fig. 3). They are sharply overlain by deeper-water Turonian marls (Reguard Formation) which increase in thickness from south to north and grade upwards to Turonian–Coniacian reefal carbonates (Congost Formation). The Hortoneda outcrop encompasses the upper part of the Reguard Formation and the Congost Formation, which in turn is successively overlain by the Coniacian–Santonian Collada Gassó, Montagut and Collades–Aramunt Vell lithostratigraphic units and lateral equivalents. These units consist of alternating brown cross-bedded clastic grainstones and rudist-rich carbonates, distally grading to nodular marls. The Aramunt outcrop is located in the middle part of the Aramunt Vell unit, while the Boixols outcrop encompasses thrusted rocks of Late Cenomanian–Coniacian age (Santa Fe to Collada Gassó formations).

**Aramunt: characterizing the subseismic volume**

In the north limb of the Sant Corneli anticline, a few kilometres east of Aramunt village and south of the ‘Vilanoveta trenches’, the east–west-striking canyon wall exposes a continuous sequence of Coniacian–Santonian shelf margin carbonates of the Aramunt Vell member (Fig. 4a). The lower part of the sequence comprises eight coarsening upwards parasequences (Fig. 4b, d); the lower four are marly nodular limestones capped by cross-bedded sandy grainstones, and the upper four are rudist-coral limestones, massive and relatively competent (Vicens et al. 1998; Pomar et al. 2005). The grainstones are competent but have much internal cross-bedding, while the marly limestones are relatively weak and ductile. This range of lithologies imparts a significant litho-mechanical anisotropy which has a direct influence on the fracture system.

The exposure is cut by bed-scale stratabound fractures, non-stratabound fracture corridors, and subseismic- to seismic-scale faults. The subseismic faults are generally normal to oblique-normal and have displacements of up to 10 m. This type of fracture-scale hierarchy is commonly identified and inferred from analysis of well and seismic data in reservoirs. However, most of the fracture system in the Aramunt outcrop is well below seismic scale, illustrating the challenge faced in reservoir appraisal (Fig. 5).

Orientation and spacing data of more than 700 fractures of all types were collected along three 500 m long scan-lines between major faults F2 and F3 (Figs 4b, d & 6). Aperture data were not collected because of likely enhancement by near-surface stress relief and weathering processes. The data reveal a dominant NNW–SSE strike for faults, fracture corridors and background fractures alike, sub-parallel to the seismic-scale faults observed in the backlimb of the Sant Corneli anticline (Fig. 1b). A subsidiary north–south to NNE–SSW trend is interpreted as a weaker conjugate fracture set. These trends are consistent with previous studies (Shackleton et al. 2011; Tavani et al. 2011).
Based on field relations, Tavani et al. (2011) interpreted the dominant NNW–SSE metre-scale structures as extensional fractures due to early NNW–SSE-directed layer-parallel shortening immediately prior to the onset of fold growth. In contrast, Shackleton et al. (2011) interpreted them as syn-fold growth extensional structures. The current work reported here does not set out to distinguish between these interpretations; however, we do note the regular distribution of the NNW–SSE fractures and the common occurrence of calcite mineralization. These observations suggest systematic fracturing in a burial environment of high pore pressure, implying onset of layer-parallel shortening and early stages of inversion.

**Modelling the background fracture system**

Spacings and dimension of the Aramunt background fracture system are largely controlled by mechanical layering, a geometry consistent with many studies of bed-thickness–fracture-spacing relationships (e.g. Cooke & Underwood 2001; Wennberg et al. 2006). In reservoir characterization, background fracture systems are typically sampled by image logs, providing spacing and orientation statistics to construct static fracture models. To provide an analogue, the Aramunt scan-line data have been used to build a discrete fracture network (DFN) model in RMS software (Emerson Roxar) (Fig. 7). The model was scaled up and used for porosity modelling (Fig. 7c). Porosity broadly correlates with the intensity of the background fracture system, increasing towards F3 especially in its footwall. Higher porosities are associated with the fracture damage zone of F3. Although simple, the exercise enables the predictive capabilities of the software to be tested.

**The fracture corridors and subseismic faults**

It is likely that only faults F2 and F3, spaced 465 m apart, have sufficient displacement to be seen on seismic profiles (indicated as SF on the pseudo-seismic profile in Fig. 4c). The subseismic faults (SSF) and fracture corridors (FC) that occur between F2 and F3 can be inferred to have lengths measured in tens of metres, and therefore might be seen as subtle lineaments in seismic attribute maps such as those shown in Singh et al. (2008). In some reservoir appraisals, lineaments and edge features such as dip similarity are assumed to be SSF and/or FC.

**Fig. 3.** Stratigraphic section of the southern limb of the Sant Corneli anticline showing formal geological formations and members and their ages (Mey et al. 1968; Gallemi et al. 1982; Vicens et al. 1998; Skelton et al. 2003).
Fig. 4. (a) Panoramic view of the east–west-oriented Aramunt canyon in the northern limb of the Sant Corneli anticline and the seismic-scale faults F2 and F3 cross-cutting the canyon. (b) Panoramic view of the Aramunt outcrop looking north with seismic- to subseismic-scale faults sketched. (c) Idealized pseudo-seismic profile of the outcrop where the hypothetical main reflectors are indicated as R1 to R5. (d) Stratigraphic log. The brown layer is the uppermost sandy grainstone, reference level in (b).
Fig. 5. Detail of the subseismic domain at the Aramunt outcrop. (a) Fractures cross-cut sandy grainstone and limestone layers. Note two types of fractures: stratabound and non-stratabound. Location in Figure 4b. (b) Example of a fracture corridor (c. 2 m wide) in a micro-resistivity image log from a highly deviated well in carbonates. The corridor is formed by a set of co-planar electrically conductive fractures striking north–south.
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structures and directly imported into reservoir models as potential high-k (k: high permeability) pathways (e.g. Fonta et al. 2007; Souche et al. 2012).

The Aramunt data offer the opportunity to ‘ground-truth’ such a workflow. Average spacings of c. 150 m for SSF and c. 50 m for FC structures have a range that indicates clustering rather than regular spacings, commonly applied in static reservoir models. The spacing data can also help calibrate the interpretation of fracture clustering in borehole image logs, clustering which may be due either to the intersection of highly fractured mechanical units or to the intersection of fracture corridors (Fig. 5b). Distinguishing between these two different members of the fracture-scale hierarchy is important for fracture models as fracture corridors can have a large impact on reservoir connectivity. Unrealistically close (e.g. 10 m) SSF/FC spacings have sometimes been applied in static models.

Discussion

The Aramunt exposure provides useful insight into the typical nature, scale and distribution of fractures in the subseismic volume of a carbonate reservoir. It acts as a template for static fracture models by providing specific values for fracture attributes such as length, height, spacing and orientation, and their relationships with mechanical units. In addition, the parameters can help in the selection of appropriate grid cell sizes and domains for static and dynamic reservoir modelling. Domainal fracture models may be needed to distinguish, for example, the damage zones around faults F2 and F3 from the background fracture volume. Such domains might well deliver different results during hydraulic testing.

Hortoneda: Litho-mechanical control on stress and fracturing

The Hortoneda outcrop is a cliff forming the western side of a north–south-striking canyon north of Hortoneda village (the ‘roca de Segués’). It reveals an axis-normal section through a Cretaceous structure interpreted as the western continuation of the Boumort anticline (Figs 1b & 8a). The stratigraphy consists of a thick section of marls and marly limestones of the Turonian Reguard Formation (Fig. 3), ending with three well-layered parasequences (lower carbonate unit, Fig. 8a, c, d). Above is a poorly exposed marly interval which passes upward into the 75-m-thick upper carbonate unit referred to as the Congost Formation, mostly of Coniacian age. This consists of three lithofacies (Fig. 8a, b, d): a basal shoreface carbonate interval burrowed by Thalassinoides; an intermediate patch reef comprising two cycles of corals and rudists; and an upper grainstone with cross-bedding. Much of the lower two lithofacies are massive to thickly bedded and very nodular; the uppermost grainstone is more thinly bedded.

Both the upper and the lower carbonate units are folded within the Boumort antiform but they have different geometries and degrees of shortening, as discussed below. Both are heavily fractured but with markedly different types of fractures and fracture geometries, reflecting the mechanical properties of the lithologies and contrasting fold mechanisms.

Fracturing in the upper carbonate unit

The earliest-formed fractures in the Coniacian upper limestone unit (Fig. 8b) are gently dipping, bed-parallel carbonate vein networks with bed-normal vertical growth fibres. These are cut by a system of opposed south- and north-directed low-angle thrusts, some of which sole out in bedding surfaces and contain ductile shear fabrics. A third family of fractures, the youngest, forms an extensive network of irregular, subvertical, brittle joints with axis-parallel, oblique and normal trends. Slickensides reveal both dip-slip and strike-slip movements on many of the joint surfaces, indicating minor fault displacement.

These geometries and relative timings imply that the Coniacian carbonate accommodated Pyrenean north–south compression by initial layer-parallel shortening and vertical uplift in conditions of high pore-fluid pressure (the bed-parallel vein system), followed by opposed thrusting and the development of a low-amplitude anticline. This style of deformation reflects the resistance to shortening (estimated at c. 8% from simple line length calculations) offered by the limestone, which is massive, nodular and generally competent. The younger, subvertical brittle joint system records extensional and tensile strain and is interpreted from the orientation and kinematic data to be late- or post-tectonic.

Fig. 6. Stereonets showing strike orientation and poles to fracture and fault planes measured along three scan-lines (c. 500 m length) that were set up parallel to the bedding on top of the upper rudist limestone layer (SL1), on the base of the lower rudist limestone layer (SL2) and on the base of the sandy grainstone layer (SL3). Outcrop control points (GPS tracking and field waypoints) were taken along the scan-lines (x, y, z coordinates per 1 metre increment). See location of layers in the stratigraphic section (Fig. 4b, d). Fracture intensity along these scan-lines is shown in Figure 7a.
Fig. 7. Fracture porosity modelling of the Aramunt exposure in RMS software (Emerson Roxar). (a) Fracture intensity (P10) as a 5 m rolling average along scan-lines SL1 to SL3, which were treated as synthetic wells (see location on Fig. 6). The synthetic wells were established by importing GPS coordinates, heads and well trajectories into the software. Fracture dip, dip azimuth, type and intensity were then imported into the synthetic wells. (b) Cross-section of the reservoir zonation showing the rudist limestone and grainstone zones and fault F3. The stratigraphic units were based on GPS coordinates, elevation and bedding parameters. The F3 fault was modelled deterministically using displacements measured in the field, and a geomodel grid created for the faults and horizons using pillar fault modelling. Subseismic faults and fracture corridors were modelled stochastically using a discrete fracture network (DFN) model conditioned to the field data. (c) Cross-section of the fracture porosity model built from the scaled-up discrete fracture network model and conditioned to fracture apertures (200 μm for seismic-scale faults, 100 μm for fracture corridors and 25 μm for background fractures). These values were selected from a review of analogue data acquired in subsurface reservoir characterization studies in similar geological settings.
Fig. 8. (a) Panoramic view of the Hortoneda outcrop with major faults and anticlines indicated. (b) Fracture pattern in the upper massive carbonate unit. (c) Fracture pattern in the lower, well-layered carbonate unit. (d) Stratigraphic log. See green, yellow, blue and purple layers as reference levels.
It may record residual stress release during exhumation, since immediately above the Hortoneda cliff exposure there is a Late Eocene exhumation surface re-exposed by the current topography.

**Fracturing in the lower carbonate unit**

A system of mainly bed-orthogonal extensional and locally conjugate shear fractures is developed in the lower carbonate unit (Fig. 8c). It forms a generally quasi-radial axial fracture pattern, complicated locally by the presence of faults and their damage zones. The fracture orientations are similar to those in the upper limestone unit; oblique trends are less well developed. There is no evidence of bed-parallel fracturing or low-angle thrusting, although steep reverse faults accommodate some shortening on the northern limb.

In contrast to the massive upper limestone unit, the well-layered Turonian carbonates responded to the north–south compression with a more classical fold mechanism associated with outer arc extension and, on the limbs, bed-parallel flexural slip. The shortening is estimated at c. 15% and the anticline is markedly tighter. The difference in shortening between the anticlines in the upper and lower units was accommodated by the intervening marly interval, which probably acted as a décollement. Although exposure is poor, small-scale folds in the marls imply shortening and local thickening.

**Discussion**

The geometry of the two Hortoneda anticlines and their associated fracture patterns ‘fossilize’ the stress caused by the contrasting litho-mechanical

---

**Fig. 9.** Data from an exploration well in a highly layered carbonate/shale/mudstone sequence in an active fold-and-thrust belt. (a) Rock strength profile built from sonic and density logs using the Coates–Denoo equation (Coates & Denoo 1981). (b) In situ stress profile built using methodology described in the text and showing three geomechanical zones closely tied to rock strength. Zones 1 and 3 are high-strength carbonate-dominated intervals with strike-slip and relatively high-differential stress. Zone 2 is dominated by relatively weak shaly carbonates and mudstones and is associated with a low-differential, normal stress condition. Image log fracture intensities are higher in zones 1 and 3 than in zone 2.
properties of the formations (rock strength, elastic moduli and degree of layer anisotropy). To illustrate, we compare Hortonaed with an example of an in situ stress profile that can be seen in a still active fold-and-thrust belt of the Middle East (Fig. 9). The profile is from a deep exploration well at the crest of a fault-propagation fold. The well penetrates 4 km of Tertiary–Upper Triassic carbonates, some massive and some layered, interrupted by relatively weak marls and shales, thin carbonate interbeds and evaporites (mainly anhydrite).

The in situ stress profile was constructed as follows:

(a) integration of density logs from the surface to derive overburden stress magnitude with depth ($S_o$);
(b) processing of sonic and density logs to estimate rock strength with depth, calibrated with core testing data for unconfined uniaxial strength;
(c) estimation of minimum horizontal stress magnitude ($S_{Hmin}$) with tectonic strain, calibrated to leak off test data; and
(d) estimation of maximum horizontal stress ($S_{Hmax}$) by calibration to $S_o$ and $S_{Hmin}$ together with observations of wellbore failure (breakout, induced axial fracturing).

A close coupling between rock strength, differential stress magnitude and stress regime (normal or strike slip) is illustrated in Figure 9. The 800–1600 m depth interval is formed mainly by strong Upper Cretaceous carbonates which are able to sustain a high differential, strike-slip stress condition. By contrast, the Lower Cretaceous–Upper Jurassic interval from 1600 to c. 2700 m is dominated by weaker, often more ductile rocks associated with lower differential stress and a normal stress condition. At greater depth, high differential strike-slip stress is seen again in Jurassic and Triassic formations. A further observation in the well profile is that fracture intensity is closely coupled to the changes of in situ stress and rock properties. High intensities of brittle fractures are seen in the rocks that are capable of bearing greater differential stress, while lower intensities are seen in the weaker, more ductile lithologies.

The stress profile is typical of an active structure with relatively high stress anisotropy (a ‘stress–sensitive’ structure in the terminology of Smart et al. 2001). We suggest that the stress state that developed through the Hortonaed section during contractional deformation was similarly due to the variations of litho-mechanical properties with depth.

The Hortonaed outcrop also illustrates the difficulties associated with the use of seismic-based curvature analysis to predict fracture intensity distribution across folds. It is often assumed that a high rate of curvature in a seismically mapped surface can be a proxy for high fracture intensity (e.g. Lisle 1995; Roberts 2001). The issue is contentious; see, for example, the review by Bergbauer (2007). Curvature analysis may be reasonably valid for folds formed by the tangential longitudinal shear mechanism where outer arc extension takes place, and therefore higher fracture intensity is predicted at the crest (Ramsay 1967; Hudleston & Treagus 2010). However, highly layered sequences with contrasting mechanical properties such as those discussed here are more likely to deform by the flexural slip mechanism in which strains are concentrated on the limbs rather than the crest, or with a combination of tangential longitudinal shear, flexural slip and flexural flow (Cosgrove & Ameen 2000; Hudleston & Treagus 2010). Each litho-mechanical unit may therefore have a subtly different fracture character due to the interplay between rock strength, layer boundary strength, layer anisotropy, fold mechanism and deformation depth (Bazalgette & Petit 2007). The use of curvature analysis should be constrained by an evaluation of the litho-mechanical profile and likely fold mechanism of the structure in question, built from wireline log and core test data.

Boixols: characterizing fault damage zones

The Boixols outcrop is a road cutting located along road C-363, 1.5 km east of Boixols village (Figs 1, 2 & 10a). A well-exposed thrust plane dipping 25°N contains pressure-solution cleavage and slip planes whose geometry indicates top-to-the-south movement. By analogy with similar structures in the region (e.g. Lacroix et al. 2011) the structure probably formed at significant depth, around 5 km. It has caused a relatively small (c. 30 m) offset of a stratigraphically reduced Upper Cretaceous section in the steeply south-dipping forelimb of the Boixols anticline, and is therefore interpreted as a local accommodation structure or perhaps a hanging-wall splay of the main Boixols thrust. In the immediate footwall of the fault slightly overturned, massive to well-bedded limestones and sandy grainstones occur that were deposited in a condensed and shallow shelf setting, mostly during Coniacian time (Fig. 3). The evolution of a complex fracture system is related to propagation of the fault plane.

Fracturing in the footwall damage zone

The fracture types present in the footwall damage zone are, from oldest to youngest, indicated by offsetting relationships (Fig. 10b):

(a) bed-parallel stylolites which originated normal to the overburden stress ($S_o$) during burial and were later reactivated (see (d) below);
Fig. 10. (a) Panoramic view of the southern limb of the Bóixols anticline, showing vertical to overturned Upper Cretaceous strata (Santa Fe to Collada Gassó lithostratigraphic units) (Figs 2 & 3). The Bóixols outcrop is located along the roadside, in the footwall of the thrust. (b) Detail of the footwall damage zone of the Bóixols outcrop in the Collada Gassó Formation.
sets of large veins oriented at low angle to bedding with composite crack-seal calcite fills (Bons et al. 2012), implying episodic extension in a direction oblique to the bedding and probably associated with early fold growth and limb tilt;

(c) conjugate vein arrays of calcite-filled tension gashes whose bisector implies a subhorizontal maximum stress ($S_{Hmax}$), interpreted as a record of the maximum shortening phase;

(d) stylolite reactivation causing offsets of (c), also associated with maximum shortening; and

(e) late brittle fractures indicating dip-slip to strike-slip movement, interpreted as late- to post-tectonic relaxation.

The stylolites, extensional veins and conjugate vein arrays are numerous and highly localized in the footwall of the fault, forming a damage zone, but become rare some 50–100 m below the thrust. In general, they do not occur in the hanging wall except where a minor secondary splay fault appears to intersect the main fault downdip to the north. The late brittle fractures are more pervasively distributed.

In summary, the Boixols outcrop is interpreted as a good example of a ‘fossilized’ fault damage zone. The fracture system has been well preserved by the high percentage of calcite fills. Subsequent brittle fracturing imposed some younger porosity, but the footwall damage zone is essentially a zone of low fracture porosity and permeability.

Discussion

The Boixols reverse fault is a splay thrust which breaches the steeply dipping to overturned southern limb of the Boixols anticline and cuts Upper Cretaceous strata. We interpret the fracture pattern in the footwall damage zone as a record of transient fracturing with relatively rapid ‘self-sealing’ by precipitation of calcite fills. The fracturing was initiated by short-term trapping of pore fluids in a dilational zone below the propagating fault plane. This mechanism of transient fracturing has been described as pressure release by ‘fault-valving’ (e.g. Sibson 2004) and been described in other geological settings, for example during burial of mudrocks in an extensional basin (Cosgrove 2001) and in association with episodic fault rupture and propagation during the seismic cycle (Woodcock et al. 2007). For this interpretation to hold true, the Boixols thrust fault plane must have acted as a transient low-permeability sealing structure at this locality, suggesting that it was in a relatively low-stress, dormant stage of the seismic cycle at that time. A similar structural history and associated damage zone has been described in footwall outcrops of the Absaroka Thrust in the USA (Wiltshchko et al. 2009).

Many outcrop studies have shown that fault zones usually consist of a central zone of fault rock, representing the fault rupture planes, surrounded by other zones of high strain termed ‘damage zones’ (e.g. Caine et al. 1996; Childs et al. 2009; Faulknner et al. 2010). The latter contain enhanced fracture intensity at both matrix-scale (grain-scale micro-fracturing) and meso-scale. Fault rocks typically have reduced porosity and permeability due to cataclasis and thermo-chemical alteration of the hostrock during fault propagation, whereas the adjacent damage zones tend to be relatively permeable volumes with open and connected fractures. In fact, damage zones are often a prime target for exploration or development wells.

The Boixols outcrop is a good example of the opposite case, in which the damage zone would be largely characterized as poor-quality reservoir because any porosity created during fracturing was largely destroyed by the self-sealing process. Similar zones can be inferred in hydrocarbon wells where clusters of sealed fractures occur adjacent to fault planes that are associated with pressure boundaries. Two factors could potentially counter this negative scenario. Firstly, the damage zone could have become charged with hydrocarbon prior to the self-sealing process, in which case some reservoir potential could still be preserved. Faults are believed to be important routes for hydrocarbon migration during their active phases (e.g. Muir-Wood 1994; Moretti 1998). Secondly, new fracture porosity may be created during a subsequent tectonic phase at shallower depth and in the absence of mineral precipitation from formation or hydrothermal fluids, or during exhumation and dissolution. The timing of these porosity-creating and porosity-occluding processes relative to hydrocarbon migration and charging is crucial.

The Boixols outcrop therefore provides a useful analogue for image log interpretation in hydrocarbon wells. It also indicates that good storage or production properties cannot be assumed for fault damage zones in advance of drilling and testing, and that an evaluation of hydrocarbon migration history, fault activity history, the current in situ stress regime and analogue properties should be part of a workflow aimed at identifying the subset of faults with the best potential.

Conclusions

The fractured carbonate outcrops described here all provide useful analogue observations, data and concepts to support subsurface hydrocarbon reservoir characterization from well and seismic data. Aramunt provides insights into the scale and distribution of fractures in the subseismic volume;
Hortoneda illustrates the coupled behaviour between active stress and litho-mechanical properties at the time of fracture development; and Boixols provides information about fracture evolution and distribution in fault damage zones, especially the delicate balance between porosity-creating processes and porosity-occluding processes.

Given that much subsurface data interpretation involves a relatively high degree of subjectivity and expert judgement, we suggest that analogues such as these (and many others around the world) are at the very least useful and, at best, essential to the success of the process. Many routine methods for reservoir evaluation in 1D datasets such as the logging of core, interpretation of borehole image logs or full waveform sonic data, and the interpretation of in situ stress and pore fluid pressures could be enhanced and calibrated by the application of analogues such as those described here.

Fracture parameters which are difficult or impossible to quantify in subsurface data, especially length and height (aspect ratio), connectivity and relationship to mechanical units, spacings and dimensions of meso-scale structures (fracture corridors) can all be evaluated at the outcrops. In addition, the analogues can be applied in the workflow for building and verifying reservoir models, and in ‘ground-truthing’ the outputs from software and seismic analysis techniques that generate interpretations from limited input data. Analogue information can be useful in many contexts beyond fractured carbonate hydrocarbon reservoirs, for example fractured clastic or basement reservoirs and, potentially, geothermal reservoirs or carbon storage projects, for example 
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